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Introduction
It was pleasing to see many well-informed and well-written responses from candidates on
AS Paper 2F which covers the options India c1914-48 (2F.1) and South Africa 1948-94 (2F.2).
The paper is divided into two sections. Section A contains a compulsory two-part question
for the option studied, each part based on one source. It assesses source analysis and
evaluation skills (AO2). Section B comprises a choice of essays that assess understanding
of the period in depth (AO1) by targeting five second order concepts – cause, consequence,
change/continuity, similarity/difference and significance.
It is pleasing to note that in Section A more candidates understood what was meant by
‘value’ and ‘weight’ in the context of source analysis and evaluation this year. The detailed
knowledge base required in this section to be able to add contextual material to support/
challenge points derived from the sources was also more in evidence this series. However,
a significant minority of candidates used their contextual knowledge in isolation, rather than
to illuminate what was in the sources. Some candidates are still writing about limitations in
question a and this did impact on the length of part b for some candidates.
In Section B, few candidates produced wholly descriptive essays which were devoid of
analysis and, for the most part, responses were soundly structured. The most common
weakness in Section B essays was the lack of a sharp focus on the precise terms of the
question and/or the second order concept that was targeted.
It remains important to realise that Section A and Section B questions may be set from
any part of any Key Topic, and, as a result, full coverage of the specification is enormously
important. There was little evidence on this paper of candidates having insufficient time to
answer questions from Sections A and B.
The candidates' performance on individual questions is considered in the next section.
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Question 1
Question 1(a)
This question was generally answered well. Some candidates appeared to find it difficult to
transition from paraphrasing the source to building inferences, though the best answers did
this effectively. Provenance was noted in nearly all cases, but a sizeable proportion did not
develop this beyond what was written in the source, or only used it to make stereotypical
judgements. Significantly fewer candidates than last year referred to the limitations of the
source, although a number still do so. Evaluation of the source for the specific enquiry was
the weakest bullet point. Many candidates identified Bose and his role within the Second
World War, but did not tie this information to the source. They clearly knew the role that
Bose played and evaluated the source in a generic way.
Question 1(b)
A number of extremely effective responses were seen. Most candidates explored
provenance, some very impressively, though a small number neglected it entirely. There
were also some candidates who treated the provenance in a rather stereotypical way, e.g.
he is foreign so he is/is not reliable. A high proportion of candidates attempted to assess the
limitations of the source, though in the weakest answers, this did lead to some stereotypical
judgements that were not qualified. Some candidates struggled to distinguish between the
1935 Government of India Act and the 1937 elections. A significant minority of candidates
included detailed knowledge which was not related to the source. Some answers did not
offer a judgement on the value of the source, though they had noted characteristics which
would suggest a value or limitation, but failed to link it back to the question. Therefore,
judgements regarding utility were implicit in many cases or distinct judgements were made
regarding the source and the candidate’s prior knowledge of the elections.
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Examiner Comments

This is a Level 3 response to Question 1(a). The answer draws
inferences in relation to the question that are developed and
supported from the candidate’s contextual knowledge. The
candidate evaluates the source both in terms of the accuracy
of its content and in terms of its purpose.
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Question 2
Question 2(a)
This question was generally answered well. Many candidates appeared to find it difficult to
transition from paraphrasing the source to building inferences, though the best answers
did this effectively. Provenance was noted in nearly all cases, but a significant number of
candidates did not develop this beyond what was written in the source, or only used it to
make stereotypical judgements. Sometimes knowledge was provided that was detailed
and accurate, but not particularly relevant to the question. Many candidates identified
sporting boycotts and their impact upon the anti apartheid movement, but did not tie this
information to the source. They clearly knew the role that boycotts played and alongside this
evaluated the source in a generic way which meant that the answer was a little disjointed.
Some candidates would benefit from a sharper focus on how the source aids the historian’s
understanding of the topic in the question. It was pleasing to note that significantly fewer
candidates this year considered why the source was not valuable.
Question 2(b)
This question was generally answered well. Most candidates explored provenance, although
some neglected it entirely. A high proportion of students attempted to assess the limitations
of the source, though in the weakest answers, this did lead to some stereotypical
judgements that were not qualified. A number of candidates suggested that because Eglin
was white he could not have been aware of what was going on. Some responses
incorporated large amounts of contextual knowledge about the causes and events at
Soweto without tying this clearly to the provided source. Indeed, a number of candidates
commented that the rising was begun by students, claiming that the source made no
reference to this. Many candidates tried to establish weight by listing all the things that were
missing from the source, including events that took place after the source was written.
Some answers did not offer a judgement on the value of the source, though they had noted
characteristics which would suggest a value or limitation, but failed to link it back to the
question. Therefore, judgements regarding weight were implicit in many cases or
judgements were made based primarily on the enquiry rather than the source.
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Examiner Comments

This is a secure Level 3 response to Question 2(a). The candidate discusses
a number of inferences that are developed from the source and supported
with appropriate contextual knowledge. Although there is some element of
questionable assumptions being made on occasion, there is also evidence of
valid evaluation of the source.
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Examiner Comments

This response is into Level 4 for Question 2(b). Although not all points
made in this answer are valid, it does raise a number of relevant
points from the sources in relation to the question and develops
those points, often using contextual knowledge to support them. It
should be noted that simply commenting on what is missing from a
source does not necessarily amount to a consideration of weighting.

Examiner Tip

Make sure that the points raised in an answer
are linked to the focus of the question.
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Question 3
This was equally the most popular essay choice in this section of the paper. Most candidates
were able to engage with this question based on some knowledge of events. Some
impressive answers were seen that displayed a real depth of detail and a clear structure that
engaged fully in argument and counter-argument. Some candidates misunderstood the
conceptual focus of the question examining whether it was the First World War or some
other factor that was responsible for weakening Britain’s control of India. Some responses
focused too much on description, rather than analysis. Narratives about the war were quite
common, displaying a depth of knowledge but not applying it directly to the focus of the
question.
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Examiner Comments

This is a Level 2 response. The material
within it is rather generalised and it lacks any
development of a counter argument.

Examiner Tip

Look carefully at the demands of the question
and make sure that there is a clear argument.
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Question 4
This was equally the most popular essay choice in this section of the paper. In the best
answers, the knowledge deployed was detailed, accurate and relevant and was used to
meet the conceptual demands of the question. There were some impressive answers seen
where candidates fully explored the links. The majority of answers did understand that this
question required a focus on how far Gandhi was responsible for hindering progress.
Pleasingly few candidates answered this question in a Gandhi biography format, although
weaker candidates did tend to write narratives of key events within the period with only
limited links being made to the focus of the question. Candidates are reminded of the
necessity for correct spelling of key words and names such as Gandhi.
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Examiner Comments

This is a weak Level 4 response. It has some
understanding of a range of issues, but deals
with the stated focus of the question rather
briefly, devoting most of the response to a
secure development of the counter argument.
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Question 5
This was the least popular essay choice in this section of the paper. In the best responses to
this question, the knowledge deployed was detailed, accurate and relevant and was used to
meet the conceptual demands of the question. Such answers generally defined Jinnah’s role,
explained it and then related it to other factors. The most impressive answers engaged in a
sophisticated analysis that dealt fully with the demands of the question. The vast majority of
responses did understand that this question required a ‘how far’ focus, which appeared to
help with the presentation of a balanced argument. Weaker responses often took a
narrative form and engaged in biographies of Jinnah’s career.
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Examiner Comments

This response accesses Level 4. It considers a range
of factors. Although at one point it appears to be
moving towards a discussion of independence, it
returns to the question of partition.
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Question 6
This was the most popular essay choice in this section of the paper. The best answers to this
question impressed with their depth of knowledge and ability to link information together to
meet the conceptual demands of the question. However, a substantial number of responses
lacked depth or range, often providing a weak and superficial counter argument or
neglecting it entirely. This omission was on occasion seen in answers that had produced
strong arguments on one side of the question. A significant minority of candidates wrote
narrative answers where they began to list events that occurred, many of which they
struggled to connect to the question. Largely descriptive answers were therefore quite
common in weaker answers. Some candidates were not fully aware of the chronological
parameters of the question.
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Examiner Comments

This is largely Level 2 in its approach. It provides some
supported challenge to the question focus, but there is
no consideration of evidence to support the view in the
question which means that this is only a partial argument.
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Question 7
In the best answers, the knowledge deployed in this question was detailed, accurate and
relevant and was used to meet the conceptual demands of the question. Many of the
candidates answering this question were able to understand the conceptual focus that was
required and therefore many of the answers were well argued and focused. In the strongest
responses, links were made well and sustained throughout the essay. There was some
confusion regarding chronology for some candidates, e.g. many believed Sharpeville to be
1961 and wrote extensively on the events surrounding this, whilst others wrote about the
ending of apartheid.
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Examiner Comments

This is a Level 3 response. It is quite narrowly focused, but does deal with the issue of
strengthened or not. There is sufficient contextual knowledge used to support the argument,
although at times it becomes somewhat generalised.
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Question 8
This was the least popular essay choice in this section of the paper. Some very good
responses were seen which managed to identify a range of domestic and international
factors that contributed to the maintenance of control and the apartheid regime. In many
answers, the knowledge deployed was detailed, accurate and relevant and was used to
meet the conceptual demands of the question. Weaker answers often provided only limited
coverage of Botha’s policies and dealt more thoroughly with events that occurred outside of
the timeframe of the question than those that occurred within it.
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Paper Summary
Based on their performance on this paper, candidates are offered the following advice:
Section A
•	A careful reading of the sources is needed so that the issues raised are clearly
identified
•	Inferences should be drawn out, but should always be directly linked to the source
and not driven by contextual knowledge
•	Do not merely re-state what the provenance says – think about how it can be used to
address the question. In a, this requires a consideration of how it adds value and in b,
this requires a consideration of value and limitations
•	Contextual knowledge should be used to support the answer and should be made
relevant to the enquiry
•	Questions 1(a) and 2(a) do not require a consideration of the limitations of sources
•	It is unlikely that weight can be assessed by listing all the things that a source does
not deal with.
Section B
•	Spending a few minutes planning helps to ensure the second order concept is
correctly identified
•	Candidates must provide more precise contextual knowledge as evidence. Weaker
responses lacked depth and sometimes range
•	Candidates should avoid a narrative/descriptive approach; this undermines the
analysis that is required for the higher levels
•	Candidates need to be aware of key dates as identified in the specification so that
they can address the questions with chronological precision
•	Candidates should try to explore the links between issues in order to make
the structure of the response flow more logically and to enable the integration
of analysis.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on
this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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